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Social Creativity

Once you put an idea out there, it becomes part of  the collective. And you can harvest grey hairs 
trying to shepherd it, but the web is a numbers game, and you’re no match for the millions of 
creatively restless. Instead, if  you look at this as the opportunity for the idea to detonate, to enter the 
realm of  possibility, then you’re looking at social creativity.

Hiten Samtani

http://mothsmokelingers.wordpress.com/
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Q: Why are people commenting/collaborating/sharing?

1. To express gratitude, joy, or delight

2. To express disapproval, anger, irritation

3. To evoke a reaction

4. To comment on an idea put forward

5. To attack other’s views who they don’t agree with

6. To support others who are being attacked

7. Self-publication/self  gain

8. Collective self-affirmation

9. To spread an idea/develop an idea

10. Because it’s so damn simple

Q: What’s made it simple?- hypercontext-

h

Commenting Platforms: http://www.backtype.com/

Collaborating Platforms: http://workstreamer.com/blog/

Lifestreaming: http://www.readwriteweb.com/archives/35_lifestreamin_apps.php

Integration of  Platforms: http://www.beingpeterkim.com/2009/01/platforms-or-point-
solutions.html

Q: What makes real-life interactions so compelling?

Daniel Goleman (Author of  Emotional Intelligence): During a conversation, mirror neurons in our 
brain replicate what’s going on in the other’s brain. When having a moment of  real rapport- our 
physiology’s (heart rate, BPs, etc) connect. It’s almost like two birds dancing together. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniel_Goleman
http://www.beingpeterkim.com/2009/01/platforms-or-point-solutions.html
http://www.beingpeterkim.com/2009/01/platforms-or-point-solutions.html
http://www.readwriteweb.com/archives/35_lifestreamin_apps.php
http://workstreamer.com/blog/
http://www.backtype.com/
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When this happens, there’s no need to ponder, reflect, worry about offending someone, the 
conversation just ‘flows’. Creativity and joy multiply. 

Q: Can this neurological calibration happen even two people are connected are only 
connected OL?

That’s our job to find out, but what’s clear is that enriching the online experience by providing the 
right platforms, tools, and license to go wild IS transforming what’s being created.

Synesthesia

There’s also the possibility that as media evolves, some of  the characteristics that make face-to-face 
communication so effective will be evident. I feel that great writing already achieves this. We can feel 
the author’s passion, sense his/her longing, sniff  the smells of  his/her landscape. This temporary 
synesthesia could very well be harnessed by online technologies and enhanced to create ‘virtual 
mirror neurons.’

I think you guys have faith in this idea too

The changing of  the guard 

  Traditional avenues such as print media, TV etc have been 

steadily eroding, but consumer participation is challenging the landscape of  even hallowed ground 
such as scientific research.

DNA Social Networking: 
http://seedmagazine.com/content/article/crowdsourcing_the_genome/

http://seedmagazine.com/content/article/crowdsourcing_the_genome/
http://capitalc.typepad.com/my_weblog/2009/02/singularity.html
http://seedmagazine.com/content/article/seeing_antlers_feeling_dendrites/
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The Peer-Review Process: 
http://seedmagazine.com/content/article/that_voodoo_that_scientists_do/

Video Games expanding the boundaries of  Science:

http://seedmagazine.com/content/article/standing_on_the_shoulders_of_giants/

Industry Insiders

Faris Yakob (chief  tech strategist at McCann Erickson) offers 10 keep-in-minders when tackling 
recombinant branding:

1. People like to share ideas - or spread stuff - for their own reasons, social and phatic

2. We would like people to spread our ideas

3. If  we let people mess with our ideas, they become partially their idea, and they are therefore more 
invested in their propagation

4. This means lots of  additional 'impressions' as different forms of  the idea / content spread through 
different networks

5. Remixing is a cultural trope and digital behavior that is increasingly prevalent, as media production 
technologies facilitate easier and easier mashups. Kids naturally understand that deploying pre-used 
symbols is an easier way to make their own things, remix is the nature of  the digital and so on

6. Certain kinds of  films are more likely to be remixed than others. Mostly when we make ads we don't 
make the kind of  films that Internet wants to play with. 

7. Remixing can be encouraged, prompted, suggested but not controlled

8. But we don't need to control the conversation for it to be of  value 

9. Brands are aspects of  culture and adoption by remix culture is an indication of  cultural resonance

10. Reappropriation, parody, response is all good too

“Content and the manipulation and distortion and remixing thereof  is a medium - conversations 
made from content.”

http://farisyakob.typepad.com/blog/2008/11/spreadable-media.html
http://farisyakob.typepad.com/
http://seedmagazine.com/content/article/standing_on_the_shoulders_of_giants/
http://seedmagazine.com/content/article/that_voodoo_that_scientists_do/
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Peter Kim has applied a framework of  game mechanics to deliver a fascinating analysis into why 
people engage in social media:

1. Collecting things. Humans have a primal instinct to collect and display.  Offline, think about boy 
scout badges or Olympic pins. My old housemate used to collect commemorative Coca-Cola bottles.  
Online, we have our Twitter widgets, Facebook fan pages, and Flickr photo albums.

2. Earning points. These define achievement and translate into social standing.  Offline, it's how 
NASCAR champions are crowned and how you earn a free airplane flight.  Online, it's the number 
of  fans, friends, followers, or subscribers to your content.  World-leading PR firms advise their 
clients to pay attention to individuals with "influence" and "authority" based on points.  We reinforce 
the credibility of  points by watching lists of  top blogs, top tweeters, even top egos.

3. System feedback. Offline, it's the experience of  shopping at an Apple store or your car accelerating 
when you press the gas.  Online, it's not comments, replies, or trackbacks (those feed into points & 
exchanges), but response from the system itself.  How complete is your LinkedIn profile?  How 
much Plurk karma do you have?  Do you have Facebook for Blackberry installed yet?

4. Value exchanges.  Successful interactions.  Offline, it's us inviting each other's kids to their birthday 
parties, or paying it forward to strangers.  Online, it's the process of  interactions:  Posting wall-to-
wall. Sending a mini-ninja or martini glass.  People "liking" your FriendFeed items. Twitter's @ 
messages.

5. Customization and personalization.  User-created barriers to exit.  Offline, it's the color you chose 
to paint your house, the case for your iPhone, the stickers on your laptop.  Online, it's the extensive 
profile information you entered, the photos you uploaded, or the background picture that says 
something about your interests.

*He also compares Utility & Serendipity as motivators for social technology usage:

Utility: Marketing/site referrals. Commerce. Research. Ego fits here, i.e. placing material on public display that reflects on the  
poster's interests, tastes, and/or sense of  humor. Not unlike why people pass along word-of-mouth messages.

http://www.beingpeterkim.com/
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Serendipity: Community. Entertainment, i.e. consuming the material that others put on display.

On Twitter, users who follow a high number of  people (i.e. over 1,000) use the site for serendipity. They require direct messages,  
@username replies, and search tools like Summize to gain utility. Users who follow a low number of  people (i.e. under 300) use  
the site for utility.

On Facebook, more friends create more news feed items, which require constant attention to keep up-to-date. Serendipity. Wall  
posts and inbox messages create utility. Users who have fewer friends - or a high number of  concentrated commonality, e.g. only  
friends from a current job, use the site for utility.

*Two funny examples of Kim’s concept from my own Facebook network:
Varun Kapur has 1234 friends! haha sweet...gnna start rejecting friends just to keep this!

Perry Ge so how does this work? I type in this box...press "Share"...and twitter happens? Ok. Well if  anyone 
else is going to Fashion Week next week give me a shout!

Re: Carly Yoshida-Butryn at 1:03am March 14: "and twitter happens" LOL.  

Andrew Max at 11:36am March 14:  well twitter me sideways

Being Peter Kim- The Connected Agency

Today's agencies fail to help marketers engage with consumers, who, as a result, are becoming less brand-loyal and 
more trusting of  each other. To turn the tide, marketers will move to the Connected Agency — one that shifts: from 
making messages to nurturing consumer connections; from delivering push to creating pull interactions; and from 
orchestrating campaigns to facilitating conversations. Over the next five years, traditional agencies will make this shift;  
they will start by connecting with consumer communities and will eventually become an integral part of  them.

*Amazing resource:  A wiki page of  social media marketing examples

Hiten’s Notes

1) The efficiency of  online creative collaboration might be boosted if  people are 
encouraged to name their Superpower (what are they best at), straight off  the bat. 
We can create a platform that allows users to fill in their perceived skill level in a 
myriad of  fields. This becomes part of  their personal profile which will be their 
unique dotcom identity, ubiquitous.  So you comment on a video, and throw out an 
idea. The next guy can scroll over your name, out pops your info and a quicklist of 
skills, and both can take it from there. If  enough people try it, we could achieve 
critical mass- the momentum becomes self-sustaining and fuels further growth.

2) Our job is innovation and empowerment, not control.

3) If  we go online, we have to prepare to be ‘permanently beta’

http://sethgodin.typepad.com/seths_blog/2009/03/whats-your-super-power.html
http://wiki.beingpeterkim.com/
http://www.facebook.com/s.php?k=100000080&id=94801373
http://www.facebook.com/s.php?k=100000080&id=172000281
http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=28108576&ref=mf
http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=58005068&ref=nf
http://search.twitter.com/
http://twitter.com/peterkim
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*Research snippets 

1) Routledge EJSP 2008 
People are more willing to Self-sacrifice when they are more heavily invested in a transcending symbolic identity (one's  
nation, religion). When someone is given only one possible TSI they are far more likely to self  sacrifice for it.
This means that if  community members are invested heavily enough into their group’s identity and 
ideology, we are more likely to seek examples of  altruistic behaviours, e.g. mentorship, the 
scaffolding of  ideas, information sharing, etc. This will take social creativity beyond just comments 
and discussions into truly collaborative projects.

2) Kozinets JM 2008
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Communo-ludic implies innovation as a byproduct of  other online leisure/consumption activities
Telo-specific  implies  deliberate orientation toward particular innovative outcomes and creation-
specific goals. 
Elicitation-Evaluation Mechanism: A Mob-like effort of  the innovative few at content creation is 
first  encouraged,  either  through  user  engagement  (Why  So  Serious?) or  through  inducements 
(Hypercube.ca). 

   

“Then, the wider community is encouraged to sort through these efforts to determine the best ones. 
Through tagging, ranking and rating practices, these winners rise quickly to the top of  the pile.”

Analysis of  YouTube Videos and their comments:

http://hypercube.ca/signup/en/index.html
http://www.whysoserious.com/
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1) Hahaha (Baby Laughing):   Among the Top 10 user-generated videos: 78.2 m 
views, 105k comments 

• Mainly shout-outs , Good wishes “May your baby laugh like this the rest of  his life

• Microinequities  : Subtle/overt discrimination

• Experimenting with the video: “Try opening it in 5 windows at once!”

• Criticisms such as “Baby is possessed” were voted into oblivion by the community

• “I'm putting this on my favorites for every bad day I have in the future. Watching 
that is like having pure, concentrated, distilled :D injected directly into your face. 
Seriously, that baby is competing with the best of  the illegal drugs out there.”

• Reaching out- Someone disclosed that he/she recently lost a baby

• One idealist: “This video can solve problems in the world”- Immediately shot down 
by several others

• Lots of  expletive-filled battles between users about the video, and then moving onto 
other things- replies are usually quick

creative catalysis

2) Project 10^100:    Google’s call for Social Outreach Projects: 671k views, 380 
comments, 180 video responses

• Lots of  praise for Google the company

• Predictions: “I reckon the people with the water projects will win. Clean water solves 
lots of  problems - spread of  diseases, thirst etc”

• Ideas for social outreach: Sustainable rural communities, solar panels, virtual 
classrooms, affordable desalination, harnessing wind energy from Jupiter

• Warnings to the community: “It can be a trap. Google is stealing your idea. Read the 
terms.”

• Hate Speech: “My idea is to create world without terrorism. HOw? we're gonna 

nuclear

n

 the mecca where muhammad the sleep, and I believe their insurgent will all 
suicide in mecca.”

• Defense: “Wow, you really should be ashamed of  yourself. Not all Muslims are 
terrorist. It's people like you that make the ones that are terrorist, become terrorist, 
your part of  the problem. Honestly people like you should just go in a hole and die.”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgSRwOZtDQ8
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microinequity
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5P6UU6m3cqk
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• Tangential dialogue: Lots of ethical questions raised- bloggers accepting freebies, 
the need for up-front disclosure, the possibility of creating a code for how freebies 
should be accepted, etc.

Final words

 A gem from Seth Godin, in which he claims the best middle name is ‘The’- it’s the benchmark, the 
top dog, like Attila The Hun or Alexander The Great. 

Thankfully, social media is still in its infancy, so the ‘The’ slot’s still up for grabs.

http://sethgodin.typepad.com/seths_blog/2009/01/the-best-middle.html
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